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Investor trading DailyDow Jones futures were higher early Wednesday, as Senate Majority Leader McConnell introduced a competitive stimulus check bill. Moderna shares have fallen hard, dipping 40% from this month's high to a recent low. The charts show an opportunity for investors. How much will you get - and when? Wall Street has
mixed feelings about penny stocks. These tickers change hands for less than $5 per share either attract investors with their high return potential or send them running for the hills, but why? When we say high return potential, we're not exaggerating. Deal price points allow investors to snap up more stocks than possible when investing in
other more well-known names. What's more, even what seems like insignificant share price appreciation can translate to massive percentage gains. That said, there's a legitimate reason some investors are careful when it comes to penny stocks. The risks involved with these plays are very real problems like weak fundamentals or heavy
headwinds as faint-hearted scares may be masked by lower share prices. So, how should investors invest potential penny stocks? Taking lessons from the analyst community. These experts bring in-depth knowledge of the industries they cover and have enough experience to come to the table. With this in mind, according to Wall Street
analysts, we used Tipper's database to find two compelling money stocks. Both tickers boast a strong buy consensus rating and plenty of upside potential. Matinas Biopharma (MTNB), using its lipid nano-crystal platform (LNC) delivery technology, hopes to solve complex challenges related to oral distribution of small molecules, gene
therapy, vaccines, proteins and peptides. Currently going for $0.87 each, many members of the street believe its share price presents an attractive entry point. Writing for BTIG, 5-star analyst Robert Hazlett points mat2203 as a key component of his bullish thesis. The therapy was designed as a liposomal nanocrystal (LNC) version of the
broad-spectrum anti-fungus Amphotericine B. that allows for oral delivery of the drug. Before the Phase 2 NAKT test evaluating the candidate in cryptococcal meningitis, with nominations for the Platoon 2 set starting in the near term and the next DSMB data expected in mid-2021, Hallett explains that this novel is the first of many possible
signs with antifungal. Also explaining his optimism about therapy, Hazlett said, there was the unanimous recommendation by the independent DSMB to move into the second platoon of patients of EnACT, which is a valid occurrence for MAT2203, as peers progress through the CSF fungus clearance rate and the fungus count is evaluated
by the absence of rebound. , and progress through EnACT peers therefore indicate the activity of MAT203 and its successful crossing of the Blood Brain Barrier (BBB) fungal in CSF । Additionally, enrollment enrollment The head-to-head trial of MAT9001 has been completed as compared to The Anha-it, Amrin's Wasepa. MAT9001 is
MTNB-free fatty acid formation of EPA and DPA, and according to Hazlett, it generates significantly higher blood levels of EPA than Vascepa. If that wasn't enough, the company recently announced a collaboration with NIAID to study a liposomal nanocrystal (LNC) formulation of Gidecevir of Gilead, for an oral formulation of COVID-19
therapy. We believe this collaboration further validates Matinas' LNC technology, Hallett commented. In line with his bullish stance, Hazlett rates MTNB a buy, and his $5 price target implies room for an astonishing 474% upside potential over the next 12 months. (To see Hallett's track record, click here) now there's a sentiment of other
analysts turning to the rest of the road, Echo Hallett. As only purchase recommendations have been published over the past three months, MTNB earns a strong buying analyst consensus. With the average price target clocking in at $4, the stock could soar 359% from current levels. (See MTNB Stock Analysis at Tipperx) Taking
advantage of an in-depth understanding of equilibrium (EQ) immunology and its role in disease, Equilibrium is developing innovative treatments for severe autoimmune and inflammatory disorders. With shares trading for $4.25, some analysts believe now is the time to pull the trigger. After the company's analyst day highlighted its clinical
programs for anti-CD6 monoclonal antibody itolizumab, Leerink analyst Thomas Smith remains optimistic about its long-term growth prospects. During the event, EQ released individual patient responses with biomarker analysis, coming on the heels of recent positive interim data from the first three peers of phase 1b EQUATE testing
studying itolizumab in acute corruption versus host disease (AGVHD). Going forward, the company intends to conduct dose expansion in Cohort 2 and 3, by enrolling three additional patients in each cohort, with top-row results from the expected trial in 1H21. Given preliminary data from the Phase 1b EQUATE test, it showed rapid, deep,
and sustainable responses to itolizumab in AGVHD, in Smith's opinion. For updated data, all doses by day 57 had an 80% overall response rate (ORR), with 8 out of 10 total patients receiving a full response (CR). What's more, the therapy was also tied to the ability to reduce systemic steroid use in taper and dose patients. These results
combine with biomarker data that shows that Itolizumab rapidly reduced cd6 expression on CD4 and CD8T cells. We believe these results are supporting EQ's plans to expand the dose in additional GVHD patients at 0.8mg/kg and 1.6mg/kg dose levels, Smith explained. If this was not enough, EQ supported phase 1b equal testing for
itolyzumab in systemic lupus erythematos (SLE) and lupus nephritis (LN) preclinicals and The research presented, and Smith hopes the top-line results in the SDE will come in 1Q21 and and Results in LN in 2H21. For this purpose, Smith rates EQ One Buy with a $18 price target. Should this target be met in the year ahead, investors
could pocket a profit of ~328%. (To see Smith's track record, click here) What does the rest of the street say? 3 buys and no holds or sells add up to a strong Buy Consensus rating rating. Given the $15 average price target, the stock could outstrip 328% in the year ahead. (See EQ Stock Analysis at Tippers) To find good ideas for trading
penny stocks at attractive valuations, go to buy the best stocks of Tippers, a newly launched tool that unites all of Tipper's equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinion expressed in this article is entirely of featured analysts. The content is to be used for information purposes only. It is very important to analyse yourself before making any
investment. Investor's business DailyThe best dividend stocks give a massive boost to income and retirement portfolios. These stocks offer both solid yield and strong performance. Investor business DailyIf causes you a loss of $609 billion when everyone else is up 14.5% – it's a bad year. That's exactly what happened with some huge
S&P 500 shares in the 2020s. Including a question about your retirement, where to stay? Email us on HelpMeRetire@marketwatch.comAlibaba Group Holding Ltd. (NYSE: BABA) founder Jack Ma is now ranked behind Pinduoduo Inc. (NASDAQ: PDD) CEO Colin Huang in terms of net worth, Bloomberg reported Tuesday. What
happened: Huang and fellow Chinese tech moguls Tencent Holdings Ltd. (OTC: TCEHY) value $58.6 million and $53.3 million, respectively, while Ma is worth $50.9 million, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index. Even amid increased scrutiny by Chinese regulators, three billionaires -- Huang, Pony Ma, and Jack Ma -- managed to
add $39,0, $14.7 billion and $4.3 million to their assets respectively in 2020. Why it matters: The Alibaba founder has seen his assets erode by $11,000 since chinese action began in October, Bloomberg said. SEE ALSO: Why Pinduoduo could be 'the primary beneficiary' Alibaba's China regulator Unfortunatea reportedly received dressing
down from Chinese regulators ahead of the initial public offering of Ant Group, a fintech company he co-founded. The IPO -- expected to be the largest in history -- was suspended by Chinese authorities in November. PRICE ACTION: On Friday, Alibaba shares closed 6.14% higher and gained 0.89% in after-hours trading in New York. On
the same day, Pinduoduo shares closed nearly 15.6% higher at $166.19 and Tencent OTC shares closed nearly 3.8% higher at $69.86. Photo Courtesy: More from WikimediaSea Benzinga via World Economic Forum * Click here for option trades from Benzinga * Alibaba regulatory woes a ' Nirvana set up ' Fang Stocks, analyst for stocks
* Jack Ma's Ant Mulls says creating holding company to solve regulatory crisis Report (c) Benzinga.com 2020. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All Rights Rights There has been a year of monster gains for individual stocks, with companies like Tesla seeing a triple-digit increase. (Bloomberg) - Sheila Patel, chairman of
Goldman Sachs Group Inc.'s asset-management unit, is leaving the $1.8 million division after nearly two decades at the firm. Patel, 51, is one of the company's most senior women and guarded some of Goldman's highest-profile relationships with investors around the world. He will step down from the partnership and become an advisory
director in the new year, Chief Executive Officer David Solomon said in a memo to employees on Monday. Sheila has contributed to our culture, including serving as a mentor to many Goldman Sachs professionals around the world, Solomon said in the memo. I look forward to benefiting from her constant counsel. Patel rose to Goldman's
highest ranks in 2006 when he was named partner within three years of joining the firm. Part of the Bank's Management Committee in Europe, he is overseeing the rapidly growing sectors of environmental, social and governance and impact investment. Before joining the asset management unit, he worked in various roles in the equity
division, including as co-head of distribution in Asia and head of U.S. derivatives sales. Goldman's partnership rank has shrunk, with a number of executives long departing in recent years. This year, the firm has added the smallest number of partners since 1998, a move that can limit costs, as elite rankings tend to come up with significant
perks. The asset-management unit is also seeing a tremendous change. Tim O'Neill, a key leader in the division since 2008 and partner since 1990 who helped transform the business into a juggernaut, was moved into a senior advisory role in recent months, while Eric Lane and Julian Salisbury were co-assigned to lead asset
management as it adds more thick in merchant banking capabilities. The bank is seeking to boost its presence in private fundraising. Meanwhile, leaders in business including Quantitative Investment co-chief Gary Kropovka and Ken Brennan, who oversee the business working with pension funds, have announced their departure since
mid-2019. Patel was promoted as part of Solomon's first major personnel moves after being named CEO on the firm's management committee in 2018, boosting the number of women in the firm's senior-most governing body. (Updated with previous departures starting in the sixth paragraph.) For more such articles, please visit us now at
bloomberg.comSubscribe to stay ahead with the most dependable business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.DEEP dive during the March plunge of the stock market, it may be difficult for you to expect 2020 to end as a good year for stocks. But incredibly low interest rates from the Federal Reserve, unprecedented federal spending
has to support investors' enthusiasm for the economy and technology stocks just that. Investors' Business Dow Jones, S&P 500 and Nasdaq Composite showed slight losses in the afternoon But small caps fell sharply, with Russell 20 down more than 2%. Investor trading jumped Tuesday in DailyAlibaba Group and other China stocks as
the e-commerce leader indicated that progress was being made on overhauling operations of online finance company Ant Group. Investors traded DailyApple shares notched a record high on Tuesday after an analyst predicted it would top-performing FAANG stocks in 2021. It will be the third straight year for Apple to top the group. Many
people have become millionaires by Tesla's share price which is up more than 700% this year. BTIG chief equity and derivatives strategist Julian Emanuel explained to CNBC in an interview why the stock market is inflating to the bubbly level of the doomed dot com era in 20 and also why such a bad thing may not happen. The rise of
bitcoin has been one of the top stories of 2020. What happened: Bitcoin hit an all-time high throughout December, surpassing the $27,0 level on Dec. 27. With the rise in the price of cryptocurrencies, bitcoin's market capitalization has taken it past many financial companies. Earlier in 2020, Bitcoin passed JPMorgan Chase (NYSE: JPM)
and MasterCard Inc (NASDAQ:MA). Over the weekend, Bitcoin's market capitalization passed $500 billion and made it more valuable than Visa Inc.'s (NYSE:V). Related Links: Bitcoin's Resurgence To Play 8 Stocks It's Important: According to AssetDash, Bitcoin is now the 11th most valuable asset by market cap with a $500-billion
valuation. Bitcoin has passed four companies on the list in the month of December. The list is further led by Berkshire Hathaway (NYSE: BRK-A) (NYSE: BRK-B), led by veteran investor Warren Buffett. Omaha's Oracle has been a vocal Bitcoin bear. Buffett once said that Bitcoin may have paid rat poison. In terms of cryptocurrencies,
generally, I can say with almost certainty that they will come to a worse end. If I can buy a five-year-old on every one of the cryptocurrencies, I will be happy to do so but I will never reduce the price of a penny, Buffett told CNBC in 2018. Berkshire Hathaway ranks 10th on the asset list with a market cap of $535.7 million. With 18,583,275
bitcoins, the price would be required $28,827 to pass the value of Berkshire Hathaway. With the continued growth of additional Bitcoin mining and cryptocurrency, this could happen very soon. Apple Inc. (NASDAQ: AAPL) topped the AssetDash list with a market cap of $2.3 trillion. Alibaba Group (NYSE: BABA) ranks eighth with a cap of
$602,000, and has fallen three places in the month of December. Price action: Bitcoin was trading at $26,714.06 last Check Monday. Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (OTC: GBTC) ended Monday's session up 11.33% at $30.45 and more than 200% in 2020. See more from Benzinga * Click here for option trades from Benzinga * Ideanomics share
rally on ride-hailing EV purchase: What investors should know * Buffett: Small businesses have suffered collateral damage to Congress (c) Should renew 2020 Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. European stocks edged higher on Wednesday as Britain approved a COVID-19 vaccine developed by
AstraZeneca and Oxford University, while more U.S. fiscal support and massive vaccination efforts spurred bets next year to expect a stronger global economic recovery. The pan-European STOXX 600 rose 0.1% by 0810 GMT, hovering near a 10-month high hit in the previous session. Shares in AstraZeneca were up 1.3% after jumping
3.3% earlier in anticipation of the news. Investor trading daily power-vehicle maker Kandi Technologies inked a credit-financing deal with one of China's largest state-owned banks. Return wise, Novavax (NVAX) has undoubtedly been the most successful coronavirus stock of them all, hitting an amazing 2920% with a 2020 gain. However,
heading into the final stretch of the year, vaccine specialist COVID-19 vaccine candidate NVX-CoV2373 is in danger of getting cut adrift from the competition. Both Moderna's (MRNA) mRNA-1273 and Pfizer(PFE)/BioNTech (BNTX) BNT162b2, have already been granted emergency access authorization and are already being distributed
in the U.S. and around the world. But now Novavax can finally work toward closing the gap. At long last, on Monday, the company announced the U.S. and Mexico Phase 3 study lift-off. Prevention-19 tests evaluating NVX-CoV2373 have been launched in 115 locations and 30,0 participants are expected to be enrolled in the program. With
over 25% of participants over the age of 65, and black/African American patients making up an additional 15%, the study is specifically designed to assess the vaccine candidate's impact on a population as diverse as possible. Novavax is already expected to readout an interim data with a fully enrolled Phase 3 clinical trial in the process in
the UK shortly. The company may lag behind the competition, but its offering merits the difference from the unique vaccines it already has available. Unlike Moderna's vaccine that should be placed in a freezer and pfizer/biotech offering, which requires even more extreme ultra-cold temperatures, NVX-CoV2373 can be stored in
refrigerators. B Relay analyst Mayank Mamtani says interim data readout before the U.S. study is likely in early 2Q21. The analyst believes Novavax' offer may still be a starring role in the global distribution of Covid-19 vaccines and tells investors to buy the recent dip. We remain favorably biased towards our bull case scenario of NVAX's
best-in-class immunogencity, translating into 90% + VE and have differentiated target product profiles in terms of responses to '2373 status' as a preferred global vaccine solution, said the 5-star analyst. We believe NVAX attributed AZ's positive comments about 12/28 equity weakness (-10%), largely AZD1222 is being reviewed this week
by UK regulators, a compelling purchase Presents. Accordingly, Matini's rating remains a buy, while the $223 price target remains, With a gain of 85% to be in the cards, the target must be met over the next 12 months. (To see Mamtani's track record, click here) Buy all 5 other current analyst review rate Novavax one, except selling 1.
NVEX's moderate buy consensus rating is backed by a $183.20 average price target, meaning there has been a potential increase of 52% in the coming year. (See NVAX Stock Analysis on Tippers) To find good ideas for trading Coronavirus stocks at attractive valuations, go to buy the best stocks of Tippers, a newly launched tool that
unites all of Tipper's equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article belong to the fully featured analyst. The content is to be used for information purposes only. It is very important to analyse yourself before making any investment. Purchased goods.
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